Luxury Hotels Burnaby
Luxury Hotels Burnaby - A hotel spa is one that is located on the grounds of the resort or hotel. A lot of upscale hotels have spas
and various kinds of services for clients to enjoy a selection of beauty treatments. Amongst the most popular pampering
treatments available on hotel spa menus are manicures, facials, pedicures and massages. Some hotel spas can have steam
rooms and saunas for customers to enjoy too. How well the spas are equipped would depend on the facility.
Various hotels will offer clients spa treatments in their rooms instead of having them in the spa. Several hotel spas are fairly small
preferring to offer their services inside the rooms of the guest. When treatments are conducted inside of a hotel room of the client,
the nail technician or esthetician or massage therapist will bring their necessary supplies into the client's hotel room. There are
also several spas which have beauticians and offer hair care services. These types of services are perfect for those clients who
must have their hair colored, styled or cut.
Some hotel spas may even provide dental treatments along with skin care, nails, massage and hair treatments. Teeth whitening
services are the most common dental treatments provided by spas. A hot towel shave is another splendid item that shows up on
several hotel spa menus. This particular treatment specifically for men includes placing warm towels on the face in order to soften
the skin. This process is followed by a shave using a straight razor and finished off with a soothing balm to calm the skin.
Various hotel spas are so great that they normally become destinations for customers. Many hotels and resorts have been
designed to provide a better spa experience. They have been made to serve customers who are looking for the ultimate spa
experience. Several of these facilities provide combination packages that consist of the fees for various treatments together with
the cost of lodging. These packages are usually tailored to be able to fit every guest's interests and needs of the clients. Hotels
and resorts like these normally add Pilates, yoga and fitness classes on-site.
Many boutique hotels provide spa services. There are some well-known hospitality chains that provide spas within the majority of
their hotels. Practically each and every hospitality web site has info about whether or not there is a hotel spa on the premises and
normally, a menu is provided that will allow you to browse the spa treatments which are available.

